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n Becoming A THENA : Eight Principles of Enlightened

Becoming ATHENA

Martha’s wisdom is every woman’s wisdom, a
life tapestry of precepts for living and relating.
— LAURA W. BOYD, Ph.D.
Women Impacting Public Policy

Athena principles empower women—and men
who are courageous enough—to be the leaders
Martha Mayhood Mertz is the founder of ATHENA International,

they are meant to be. If embraced around the

a non-profit organization that seeks to support, develop, and honor

world, these principles can put us on a path to

women leaders; to inspire women to reach their full potential as

peace.

leaders; and to nurture balance in leadership worldwide. She is

—BARBARA LITRELL

also a speaker, author, and successful real estate entrepreneur as

Former President, WorkingWomanNetwork

owner of the Michigan-based firm Mayhood/Mertz Investments,
Inc. President of ATHENA International from 1982 to 1999, Mertz
now serves the organization as a board member and ambassador,
traveling the globe to share its principles of enlightened leadership.
A graduate of Michigan State University with a degree in women’s
studies and psychology, Mertz currently resides in Sedona, Arizona.
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BACk COvER: Detail, ATHENA Award sculpture. Photo by Janise Witt.

Photo of Martha Mertz by Janise Witt. Design by Carol Haralson.
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Leadership, Martha Mayhood Mertz offers a distinctive,
transforming approach for leading in the 21st century.
With survey research and real-life stories, Mertz
demonstrates that time-tested “women’s ways” of leading

have become the gold standard for great leaders of both genders,
and the building blocks for success in today’s global economy.
From childhood through motherhood and into a

successful career, Mertz saw women she considered skilled and
inspiring denied recognition for and access to leadership. If
women’s strengths as leaders were publicly acknowledged, she
reasoned, they no longer could be dismissed. So in 1982 Mertz
launched a new leadership award program, the ATHENA Award,
named for the strong, enlightened goddess. The award would
recognize individuals who excelled in their professions, gave
back to their communities, and helped raise up other leaders,
especially women.

Becoming

ATHENA
Eight Principles of Enlightened Leadership

What Mertz conceived more than a quarter-century ago is
now a global movement that has created recognition, mentoring,
and training programs in more than 500 U.S. cities and six
foreign countries, and honored more than 6,000 ATHENA Award
recipients. But more, ATHENA , through extensive research,
has documented those leaders’ unique principles, beliefs, and
practices. From that research was born the ATHENA Leadership
Model, eight principles that lie at the heart of enlightened,
successful leadership. It’s as ancient and organic as the social
patterns established by women over centuries, yet as vital and
full of promise as the new century.
In Becoming A THENA , Mertz offers insight and inspiration
for the leadership challenges ahead. And she delivers eight wise,

M a r t h a M ay h o o d M e r t z
F o u n d e r , at h e n a I n t e r n at I o n a l

indispensable principles that speak powerfully to all who
would lead.
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